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Purpose of Presentation

- Place of requirement document

- System life cycle

- Difficulties and weak point

- Role of requirement document

- Characterizing requirement document

- Some structuring rules

- Practical Conclusion
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The Classical System Cycle

- System Studies

- Requirement Document

- Technical Specification

- Design

- Coding

- Test
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Difficulties

- Ensuring relative consistency between the phases

- Formal Methods could help (in the lower phases)

- But still a problem in the upper phases

- Weakest part: the requirement document
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About the Requirement Document

- Importance of this document (due to its position in the life cycle)

- Obtaining a good requirement document is not easy:

- missing points

- too specific (over-specified)

- Requirement document are usually difficult to exploit

- There might exist some guidelines allowing us to better exploit it
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About the Requirement Document (cont’d)

- Hence very often necessary to rewrite it

- It will cost a significant amount of time and money (but well spent)

- The famous specification change syndrome might disappear
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Some Structuring Rules

- Two separate texts in the same document:

- explicative text: the why

- reference text: the what

- Embedding the reference text within the explanation text

- An analogy: math text books

- The reference text eventually becomes the official document

- Must be signed by concerned parties
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The Reference Text

- Contains the properties of the future system

- Made of short labeled “fragments” (traceability)

- Should be easy to read (different font) and easy to extract (boxed)

- About the abstraction levels (don’t care too much)

- The problem of over-specification (don’t care too much)
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Example

Initial Model of the System

We are now going to proceed to the initial formal description of our

system by constructing a first, very abstract, model in which the sepa-

ration between the software and the hardware is not the current issue.
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Example

Informal Initial Specification

We must be careful, first of all, to determine who are actors of this

system, actors who will enter the model in the form of a certain num-

ber of sets which will be made clear little by little.

P1: The model is composed of people and buildings.
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Example

The system must control the permanent authorizations to enter or

leave the buildings.

P2:

Each person is authorized to enter certain buildings

(and not others). Access to buildings not consigned in

this authorization is strictly forbidden. This is a perma-

nent assignment.
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Example

An implicit property, which it is important to make conspicuous from

the outset of the construction of the model, concerns the impossibility

for a same person to be in two different buildings at the same time.

This means that buildings in no way overlap.

P3:
At any one moment, a person can only be in one build-

ing.
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Example

A simplification (and a generalization) of the model consists in identi-

fying “the exterior” to a building (in which anyone has the right to be!).

This is given concrete expression by the following decision, which

gives further precisions to the initial informal presentation:

D1:
The system manages the pass of persons from one

building to another.
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Example

The following complementary property then arrives:

P4:
At any one moment, a person must be in at least one

building.
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Example

Lastly, we present the principal property of the system, which shows

that the control is being done correctly, that is to say that each person

is, at each instant, authorized to be in the building in which he finds

himself.

P5: Any person in a given building is authorized to be there.
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Taxonomy of Properties (incomplete)

- Functional

- Permanent

- Transition

- Availability

- Degraded modes

- . . .
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Style of Reference Text (incomplete)

- Short natural language statements

- Tables (“data” description)

- Transition diagrams

- Mathematical formulae

- Physical units tables

- . . .
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Practical Conclusion for our RODIN Case Studies

- (re-)Writing the requirement document is absolutely mandatory

- About 3 to 6 months must be devoted to that task

- I propose a practical session with a real example (mechanical press):

- of a requirement document

- of a subsequent Event-B development on this example
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